SPECIFICATION SHEET | office folding machine

≥office folding machine IDEAL 8330
EFFICIENT FOLDING MACHINE FOR PAPER SIZES UP TO A3
Manual folding position setting via two lockable paper stop slides and additional fine adjustment screws on the
fold pockets for single fold, letter fold, zigzag fold, gate fold, double parallel or fold out | paper formats from A6
to A3 (or minimum sheet size: 91x128 mm; maximum sheet size: 297x420 mm) | paper weights: 45–140 gsm (up
to 210 gsm with single fold) | high speed of up to 8,000 sheets per hour (with single fold A4) | fold-away feeding
table with up to 500 sheets stacking capacity, two adjustable side gauges and paper feed angle adjustment |
two additional, magnetic side gauges with tension rollers for large paper formats | automatic three-roller friction
paper feed system | stream delivery paper ejection system conveyed by belts and three manually selectable
ejection roller positions | four digit addition/subtraction digital counter with LED display | automatic stop when
folding job is completed with audible signal | jam detection with optical indication on display and audible signal
Operation size (H x W x D): 540 x 820 x 530 mm, Non operation size (H x W x D): 540 x 660 x 530 mm,
Weight: 27 kg, Colour: light grey
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EASY OPERATION

Simple controls for “Test“ and
running, with sheet-counting
(total or pre-set) on an LED
display.
LOCKABLE PAPER STOPS

fold out

Settings for various folds and
paper sizes are indicated on the
fold pockets.
PAPER EJECTION SYSTEM

Stream delivery paper
ejection system with
conveyor belts, ejection roller
and adjustable
paper tray.

≥IDEAL 8330
Paper sizes

A6-A3

Paper weights 45-140 g/m2 *
Capacity/hour up to 8000 sheets
Power supply 220-240 V/50-60 Hz

* up to 210 g/m2 with single fold

The technical data are approximate. Subject to change. 01/2007

